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News Your Business Can Use

Toward the end of 2018 the US labor market continued to undergo some major changes.
Many of these changes directly impact employers and their ability to recruit and retain talent.
As an employer, here is what you need to know:
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Unemployment rates also vary
significantly by age. The table below
contains current information from
USDOL, Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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decrease a bit further through the
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Percentage (%) of unemployment

The US unemployment rate continued
its 10-year decline throughout
2018 and is now at 3.7%. The US
Department of Labor generally
considers an unemployment rate of
4% or less to be full employment, and
32 states now have unemployment
rates less than 4% (up from 26 states
in June). Unemployment rates vary
wildly by metropolitan area. Of the
388 areas ranked by USDOL, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Ames, IA has the
lowest unemployment rate at 1.4%; El
Centro. CA has the highest at 19.3%.
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What employers need to do:
■ Expect more difficulty in recruiting suitable candidates and retaining current employees.
■ Anticipate the need to increase wages to recruit and retain (see projected wage growth).
■ Understand who your competitors are for talent in your recruiting market(s).
■ Identify additional traditional and non-traditional sources for candidates.
■ Anticipate the need to provide more training and education opportunities as the pool of skilled,

experienced candidates continues to shrink.

Workplace raids by ICE increased dramatically over the past year.
In 2018, ICE conducted 6,000
www.affinityhrgroup.com
workplace audits, up from just 1,300 in the prior year – an increase of more than 360%. And the
number of workplace arrests, mostly of undocumented workers, increased nearly 700% over the same
period, from 300 arrests in 2017 to 2,300 arrests in 2018. Employers can expect this dramatic increase in
immigration control activity at the federal level to continue in 2019 and should take measures to ensure
proper documentation
of all current
and newover
hires.the past year. In 2018, ICE conducted 6,000
Workplace
raids by ICE increased
dramatically
workplace audits, up from just 1,300 in the prior year – an increase of more than 360%. And the
number of workplace arrests, mostly of undocumented workers, increased nearly 700% over the same
period, from 300 arrests in 2017 to 2,300 arrests in 2018. Employers can expect this dramatic increase in
immigration control activity at the federal level to continue in 2019 and should take measures to ensure
proper documentation of all current and new hires.
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In high-growth urban areas such as Seattle and San Jose, wages have increased almost 7%. Forbes
reports that Boise, ID is now the fastest-growing area in the US, with increases in the number of
new jobs, wage increases, and home price increases outpacing all other metropolitan areas. As
unemployment rates continue to fall, wages for skilled workers tend to rise first and fastest, but wages
for other workers eventually rise as well. In October Amazon announced a raise in minimum wage for
employees, urban
including
temporary,
andJose,
seasonal
workers,
to $15.00almost
an hour.
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Minimum Wage

■ Provide more flexible schedules and work requirements.
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■ Anticipate the need to increase wages to recruit and retain.

The federal minimum
wage of $7.25 has not been
increased since 2009.

Minimum Wage
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increased
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new minimum wage legislation is scheduled to take effect in 11 states in 2019.
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movement, individual states have taken action to increase their minimum wage levels. Currently, 29
17 states and the District of Columbia are also considering minimum wage legislation that will index the
states and the District of Columbia have minimum wage levels that exceed the federal minimum, and
minimum wage to the rate of inflation. Some of the changes will be enacted during 2019; others will be
new minimum wage legislation is scheduled to take effect in 11 states
in 2019.
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implemented in 2020.
42 municipalities have already enacted minimum wage legislation that increases the minimum wage
Several states continue to consider adapting regional minimum wage legislation to address cost of living
beyond the state minimum. Expect that number to increase significantly during 2019 and into 2020.
differences in different areas of a state. For a listing of current and projected minimum wage rates, visit
17the
states
and the
District ofofColumbia
are also considering
minimum wage legislation that will index the
National
Conference
State Legislatures
site: ncsl.org/research.
minimum wage to the rate of inflation. Some of the changes will be enacted during 2019; others will be
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implemented in 2020.
What employers need to do:

Compensation and Benefit
Issues and Trends
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compensation hot topic.

Several states continue to consider adapting regional minimum wage legislation to address cost of living
differences
in different
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of a state.
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listing of current
andsomething
projectedto
minimum
wage
rates, visit
■ Understand
that this
is active,
ongoing
– not just
be looked
at annually.
the National Conference of State Legislatures site: ncsl.org/research.
■ Keep informed of what’s happening at state and local levels in all the locations where they do
business.
■ Be aware
of effective
What
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need to dates
do: - not all changes take effect on January 1.
■ Understand that this is active, ongoing legislation – not just something to be looked at annually.
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anyone who is qualified for less than $42,000-$45,000. Your other CSR’s, all of whom have more
experience with you and some of whom have more total experience, make around $35,000. If you hire a
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for $42,000,
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equity
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not just
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This is a complex issue that doesn’t have a simple solution, and www.affinityhrgroup.com
will challenge many employers through 2019.
but potentially with employees in other positions that you have historically paid more than the CSR’s.
Research suggests that most employees who are working want a 10%-15% salary bump to switch jobs. If
What
employers
need to do:
you’ve
done
your homework
and set pay rates to be competitive with the market(s) you recruit in, you
now have to pay above market to recruit someone with the skills you need.
■ Review current pay policies for competitiveness in recruiting market(s) and internal salary equity
This iswith
a complex
that doesn’t
havehires.
a simple solution, and will challenge many employers through 2019.
currentissue
employees
and new
■ Anticipate the need to increase wages to recruit and retain.
■ Consider
one-time
salary
What
employers
need to
do: payments (e. g. sign on payments, special incentives) to address issues of
external competitiveness and internal equity.
■■ Review
current
payyour
policies
for competitiveness
market(s)
and internal salary equity
Understand
who
competitors
are for talentininrecruiting
your recruiting
market(s).
currentthe
employees
and new jobs
hires.and provide more training and education opportunities as the
■ with
Anticipate
need restructure
■ Anticipate
the need
to increase
wages tocontinues
recruit and
pool of skilled,
experienced
candidates
toretain.
shrink.
■ Consider one-time salary payments (e. g. sign on payments, special incentives) to address issues of
external competitiveness and internal equity.
■ Understand who your competitors are for talent in your recruiting market(s).

Legislative Outlook
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Occupational Outlook
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State legislatures have been active, however, in passing all types of legislation. In addition to the
minimum wage changes outlined above, expanded pay equity laws, which ban salary history questions
during the interview process and prohibit setting pay levels based on salary history, have been enacted or
are under consideration in a total of 39 states.
Recreational marijuana is now legal in 9 states and medical marijuana is legal in 31 states. The increasing
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■ Understand that there is active, ongoing legislation in many states and municipalities – employers
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multipleapplication
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of legislation
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forms,
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Employers
added that
250,000
new
jobs in October,
and another
155,00
in November.
During the–same
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in
multiple
locations
need
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be
proactive
in
recognizing
the
impact
of
legislation
on
month period, the unemployment rate continued its decline to 3.7%.
current policies and practices.

The US DOL, Bureau of Labor Statistics provides all types of information for many different occupations. The table
below shows the occupations projected to add the most new jobs from 2016 – 2026.
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Projected Occupation
Increases
2016
– 2026
Employers
added 250,000
new
jobs
in October, 2018 and another 155,00 in November. During the same twomonth
period, the unemployment rateNew
continued
itsChange
decline to 3.7%.
Occupation
Jobs

The US DOL, Bureau of Labor Statistics provides all types of information for many different occupations. The table
Personal Care Aide
777,600
+38.6%
below shows the occupations projected to add the most new jobs from 2016 – 2026.
Food Prep/Service Worker
579,900
Projected Occupation Increases 2016 – 2026
Registered Nurse
438,100
Occupation
New Jobs

+16.8%
+14.8%
Change

Home Health Aide
Personal Care Aide

431,200
777,600

+47.3%
+38.6%

Application Software Developer
Food Prep/Service Worker

255,400
579,900

+30.7%
+16.8%

Janitor/Cleaner
Registered Nurse

236,500
438,100

+9.9%
+14.8%
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Manufacturing
Home
Health Aide Assembly jobs, by contrast,
431,200 are expected
+47.3% to decline by 14% during this period.
Application Software Developer

255,400

+30.7%

Janitor/Cleaner

236,500

+9.9%

What employers need to do:

■ Understand who your competitors are for talent in your recruiting market(s) and that your competitors
Manufacturing
Assembly
jobs, by
contrast,
are expected
decline
byemployers.
14% during this period.
may be other
industries.
This
is particularly
true fortoentry
level
■ Anticipate the need to increase wages to recruit and retain as demand increases.
What employers need to do:
■ Understand who your competitors are for talent in your recruiting market(s) and that your competitors
may be other industries. This is particularly true for entry level employers.
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■ Anticipate the need to increase wages to recruit and retain as demand increases.
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